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Overview

As Gen Z transitions out of tween and youth markets, they are looking for brands and
retailers to be more gender-inclusive and to offer designs for the non-binary
community. This is prompting retailers and brands to start to look at how they
surface inclusivity. Although still relating to a tiny segment of the apparel market,
WGSN e-commerce data shows brands responding to two drivers. Firstly, the need to
be seen to be more inclusive, and secondly, a separate commercial realisation that
beyond the inclusivity mandate, ongoing personal style and lifestyle trends mean
more people are looking to shop quickly and conveniently across gender
assortments.

Aside from the small but influential movement in high-end non-binary product
design, it's the saturation of streetwear, the pandemic loungewear boom and the
hybridisation of tailoring and innovation within flexible fits that is driving gender-
inclusive shopping.

Additionally, increasing numbers of Millennial and Gen Z parents are taking a non-
gendered approach to outfitting their kids: as a result this market is likely to
continue to grow, as this will impact Gen Alpha dressing and shopping habits.

This report analyses current e-commerce positioning and identifies scope to
optimise product and merchandising, while moving an inclusive design approach
forward.

WGSN e-commerce data

Gender-inclusive apparel in UK and US
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E-commerce terminology shift

Driver

Unisex is the dominant e-commerce tag used to
identify gender-inclusive clothing, and 97% of
brands still use the term somewhere in
product descriptions. But the proportion of
products using the word unisex is falling. This
shi� has started earlier in the US and is more
pronounced. In the US, gender-neutral is
emerging as the most popular rising
alternative to unisex, holding a 10% share of all
products using non-binary gender tags, but
with just a 2% share in the UK.

On social media, wider conversations around
gender are driving the # GenderFluid hashtag,
while terms such as # Unisex and # Genderless
are generally used more o�en on TikTok's
fashion-focused posts.

Opp or tunity 
Stay in step with shopper sentiment and search
needs by reviewing and resetting terminology.

Risk 
Mitigate risk by working with the non-binary
community to ensure terminology is relevant
and inclusive to all.

WGSN e-commerce data
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Trending terms on TikTok

8.6m #UnisexStyle
14m #GenderNeutra

lClothing

132.8m #GenderNeutral

189.9m #Unisex5.2bn #GenderFluid

17.1m #Genderless
Fashion

36.3m #UnisexFashion

62.4m #Genderless

Cold LaundryCold Laundry
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The terminology shift

Buying and merchandising actions

Re-merchandis e exis ting product ranges
to  enable shoppers looking for gender-
inclusive and size-inclusive product to find it
faster using smart visual merchandising and
tagging.

Audit and tes t your terminolog y: optimise
outreach and engagement and workshop
issues to rework your approach.

Inves t in s eamles s  navigation for  inclus ive
option vis ibility: explore smart UX, app and
web design that allows inclusive navigation
within and outside of gendered categories.
Inclusive shopping is all about enabling
personal style choices. Create AI-assisted
personal style quizzes for the cross-gender
shopper and team them with size-scanning tech
and fit-matching solutions to surface suitable
trend and fit options for cross-gender and non-
binary shoppers, enabling them to easily shop
items by style choice.

Marketplaces  us e s cale and influence with
brands  to inves t for  long term: consider if
you could create a destination for cross-gender
and non-binary shopping. Look to how Zappos
is slowly building out its Zappos Adaptive
apparel and footwear destination.

Old NavyOld Navy

How Stuff WorksHow Stuff Works

Top size and fit terms in 
gender-inclusive apparel

oversized_fit
relaxed_fit

regular_fit

usual_size

oversized_hoodie

oversized_sweatshirt

fit_references

slim_fit

tapered_fit_unisex

loose_fit
classic_fit

comfortable_stretch

elastic_waist

elastic_waistband

normal_size

oversized_styleeasy_pullover

overs ized_ joggers

Tanner FletcherTanner Fletcher

Tommy Hil�ger x Indya MooreTommy Hil�ger x Indya Moore
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https://www.zappos.com/e/adaptive/the-zappos-adaptive-puma-origin


Move beyond basics

Driver

Cut-and-sew and knitwear hold the largest segment of gender-inclusive apparel as
core # CollectionEssentials, and are the product areas driving most of the rise in
gender-neutral and unisex tagging. However, WGSN's category data also charts
small growth in price-protected jackets, trousers, woven shirts and blouses. These
categories, with their elements of tailoring and a focus on a more close-to-the-body
fit, indicate an emerging expansion of gender-inclusive product to items which
require more intention in design approach and fit, to ensure they work for dual-
gender and non-binary use.

Opp or tunity 
Leverage the flexibility of cut-and-sew and diversify jersey silhouettes beyond boxy
tees and oversized hoodies. Test a trend-led design approach to other categories
with potential, such as trousers, jackets and woven shirts.

Risk 
Examine your fit and sizing approach and your communication with new product
pilots to ensure a trend-led design approach that's fit for purpose.

“The world is obviously so binary that the sort of aesthetic that's
being curated for this non-binary category is really marketed
towards a very speci�c group of people. That very speci�c group
of people do not encompass the entire community."  

 - Blossom Brown, a "TikTok educator", on Re�nery29
WGSN e-commerce data
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Key product categories all show YoY growth
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Suit separates

UK

% share of gender-inclusive products

Knit/jersey tops

Knit bottoms

Jackets

Shorts

Knit jumpers/
sweaters

Trousers/pants

Woven shirts
& blouses

Jeans
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22collectionessentials%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/insight/article/91683


Use trend to test ideas

Design and buying actions

Utilis e des ign details  to engineer products to
be more gender-inclusive. From interesting
dart lines to bias cuts and draping, rethink
garment construction to allow for more
inclusivity and flexible fit.

Employ a gender-inclus ive lens  on pattern
and colour. Explore less gendered fonts such
as sans serif.

Break the gender s ilos  between
womenswear and menswear design teams,
fostering collaborative trend and item-focused
conversations. Work with external non-binary
co-creators to build insight and empathy, in
order to help master technical design detail.

Explore emerging key trends  that can act as
a vehicle to foster gender-inclusive design.
From # So�Masculinity and glamour in
menswear, to sartorial minimalism in
womenswear, identify key items that work
across gender and trend identities.

Opp or tunity 
Products with trend appeal will enable you to
be truly inclusive while targeting a wider
fashion audience.

Risk 
Review volumes in gender-inclusive cut-and-
sew. It is at risk of profit loss due to saturation
potentially masking accurate assessment of
interest in wider gender-inclusive design
approach at brand level.

@atxv.milano@atxv.milano

@atxv.milano@atxv.milano

Tommy Hil�ger x Indya MooreTommy Hil�ger x Indya Moore

@speedyharmonycollectorthings@speedyharmonycollectorthings

VTMNTSVTMNTS
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/93011#page7
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22softmasculinity%22]}


Fashion Feed: trends to test gender-inclusive potential

#SoftMasculinity #PopPunk #JoyfulExpression #NewPrep #GreatOutdoors

ByrosesByroses WGSN Original ImageWGSN Original Image Lucy & YakLucy & Yak New BalanceNew Balance HoudiniHoudini
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22markets%22%3A%5B%2234882%22%5D%2C%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22softmasculinity%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22markets%22%3A%5B%2234882%22%5D%2C%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22poppunk%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22markets%22%3A%5B%2234882%22%5D%2C%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22joyfulexpression%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22markets%22%3A%5B%2234882%22%5D%2C%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22thegreatoutdoors%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22markets%22%3A%5B%2234882%22%5D%2C%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22thegreatoutdoors%22%5D%7D


Denim

Driver

Although still a nascent part of denim's overall mix, unisex and gender-inclusive
tagging is increasing due to the following trend drivers:

Shopp ers  avoiding gendered s tyling and s eeking a wider  range of s iz e-
inclus ive fits . German denim brand Closed has a Unisex option in its fit guide,
advising which current jeans styles can be easily worn by men and women

Social media-fuelled shopp ers  exploring #VintageFits  acros s  gendered
depar tments  – whether they be high-waisted 1970s flares or baggy 1990s jeans

New brand entrants  offering all-inclus ive narratives  and a non-binar y-bas ed
des ign approach. Los Angeles brand 69 is an inclusive denim lifestyle brand
featuring playful, expressive and oversized fits. Pieces are designed to
accommodate a range of body types and genders

Millennial parents  s eeking non-gendered apparel for  kids. Old Navy has a
dedicated Gender Neutral shopping category on its website, which alongside
adults, includes kids, toddlers and babies. Prep for the future influx of Gen Alphas
to the tween market, who will bring a whole new view on gender identity dressing

WGSN e-commerce data
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In gender-inclusive apparel, denim is
a small but growing category
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22vintagefits%22]}


Denim 

Design, buying and merchandising actions

Create quick-to-shop e-commerce spaces
with gender and size-inclusive product
mixes. Add style choice-led navigation guides
catering to a non-gendered approach

Create stylist-led gender-inclusive sections
for toddlers to teens – a one-stop-shop for
parents and tweens currently shopping
across genders to get a non-gendered look.
Target offers an All Gender shopping option
for its young adult clothing range, and
categorises around fit (masculine fit vs
feminine fit). Its "adult general sizing"
system offers sizes up to XXL and 4X in some
options

Revise your fit language and fit approach.
Track terminology. Brands currently
providing curated areas call them Unisex or
Gender-Neutral. With a generation of Gen Z
parents and late Gen Zs set to enter the
space in the next few years, in the future,
pronoun-led terminology is likely

Shi� beyond transferable silhouettes. Limay,
an Argentinian denim brand, is gender and
size-inclusive. Every style is shown on male
and female models, with a range of body
shapes. It also offers a tailoring service for
those who require adaptive clothing

@levis@levis

KirinKirin

Sixty Nine DenimSixty Nine Denim

Denim

97%
of gender-inclusive jeans

use the term "unisex"

ClosedClosed
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1 2 3 4
Action points

Determine, depending on brand profile
and market positioning, what sort of
product customers shopping across
genders might be seeking. Use imagery,
trend and styling teamed with detailed
fit guides to create more gender-
inclusive navigation. Debate these
choices across teams and test ideas
with external shoppers

Refresh your approach to cut-and-sew,
test trend approaches beyond
coloured-up basics, be bolder with
print, and explore new category
opportunities

Curate themed shopping pages for
parents and gi�ers looking for cute
non-gender-specific outfitting. Use
style narratives that have cross-gender
appeal in kids, and look to social media
for the stronger styling directions with
broad appeal for tweens

Put together style and fit-based offers,
review, debate and test options outside
of traditional gender boundaries, and
extend sizing. Provide inclusive adaptive
tailoring services

Review product tagging and
terminology

Test bolder trend, category and
sizing opportunities

Create additional gender-
inclusive �lters for kids and
tweens

Test denim demand with new
styles and sizing options
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Methodology

WGSN e-commerce data

Analysis is based on apparel described as unisex, gender-neutral, gender-inclusive,
gender expression, gender fluid, non gender, genderless, dual gender, any gender,
gender non-conforming or genderful in the product name or description

Data was collected from WGSN's proprietary retail e-commerce data platform from
January 2019 to January 2022

Market includes 97 retailers tracked in the UK and US

Some retailers are excluded to ensure like-for-like calculations and to avoid inflated
product counts due to the acquisition of new retailers on the platform

Numbers may fluctuate as we recategorise to help clarify ambiguous/new products,
or if retailers re-factor their websites

Definitions :

Percentage point (ppt): a percentage is the proportion of a set of products over a
larger set – an example is new-in trousers over new-in apparel mix. A percentage
point computes the arithmetical difference between percentages; going from 40%
to 44% is a 4ppt increase

YoY: year-on-year
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Related reports

Gender Fluid Futures Fit & Sizing Strategies Design Capsule: Gender-
Inclusive Retro Optimism
#Vintage�ts A/W 22/23

Prints & Graphics Capsule:
Gender-Inclusive Horticool
A/W 22/23

Men's Prints & Graphics
Forecast A/W 23/24:
Creative Reset
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https://www.wgsn.com/insight/article/91138
https://www.wgsn.com/reports/Fit%20and%20Sizing%20strategies%20https:/www.wgsn.com/insight/article/91683
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/92169
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/92581
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/93011#page7

